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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

VISION STATEMENT
“To build and sustain a world-class
airport system, which facilitates private
investment and partnership and positions
Jamaica’s airports as the gateway to the
Caribbean and the Americas."

MISSION STATEMENT
“To develop a modern, safe and
profitable airport system that is
environmentally responsible, provides
world-class service, and contributes
substantially to the national economy
while promoting the expansion of air
transportation and its related
industries."
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AAJ’S CORPORATE CORE VALUES
In an atmosphere of honesty, fairness, and integrity, we commit to our core organizational values – People, Customer
Focus, Integrity, Financial Management, Regulatory and Statutory Requirements, Safety and Security and
Environment.

PEOPLE

CUSTOMER FOCUS

INTEGRITY

We will treat each person
fairly with respect and dignity,
while encouraging employee
competence, motivation and
productivity.

We are customer-driven, will
demonstrate a sense of urgency,
and provide quality service
to both internal and external
customers.

We will keep our promises,
deliver on our commitments,
be open, honest and engage in
continuous communication
and direct dialogue with our
stakeholders.

DRAFT

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
We are committed to prudent financial management, which ensures value for expenditure and a
reasonable return for our shareholders.

REGULATORY
&STATUTORY
REQUIREMENTS
We will ensure that the airports
conform to the agreed standards
established by
regulatory and statutory bodies
and lending agencies.

SAFETY AND
SECURITY
We will ensure that the airports
establish and maintain the
highest level of safety and
security for all users.

ENVIRONMENT
We will ensure that the airports
are committed to sustainable
environmental practices that
facilitate compliance with
established standards, laws and
regulations.

AIRPORTS AUTHORITY OF
2016 - 2017 JAMAICA
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS’ REPORT

William Shagoury
Chairman
Airports Authority of Jamaica(AAJ)
OVERVIEW
On behalf of the newly appointed Board of Directors of
the Airports Authority of Jamaica (AAJ), I am pleased to

With

report another successful year of performance by the

passenger traffic (arrivals and departures) in the AAJ

organization.

The AAJ’s accomplishments over the

Group increased by 2.90% to 5,591,867 passengers in

previous year is outlined in the Audited Financial

the year under review. Total Air freight (cargo and

Statements and highlighted in the organizational

mail) volumes increased by 3.48% in 2016/2017

summary within this report.

It is to be noted that the

moving to 19,583,789 kgs; however aircraft movement

scope and activities of the AAJ Group remained

declined by 6.85% in 2016/2017 when compared to

unchanged during the year and there were no material

the previous year. The reduction in aircraft movement

adjustments made to the Corporate Plan.

juxtaposed

We also

respect to

against

operational

higher

performance,

passenger

total

numbers,

highlight that whereas the AAJ and its wholly owned

indicates a higher passenger enplanement/load factor

subsidiary, NMIA Airports Limited (NMIAL), reported

for the airlines.

their results jointly in previous reports; this year marks
the beginning of separate reporting for the two entities.

The AAJ Board continues to participate in the process
to privatize the operations of the Norman Manley

The AAJ Group grew its operating revenues by 21%

International Airport (NMIA) through a Public Private

over the previous year, 2015/2016, and increased

Partnership (PPP) transaction. As reported previously,

operating profit by 14% in 2016/2017. Net Profit After

the NMIA PPP process is being led by a government-

Tax, however, showed a marginal 2% reduction. Of

appointed Enterprise Team. The International Finance

note, there was an over 400% rise in corporate taxes

Corporation (IFC) continues to be Lead Advisor for the

when compared with the previous year; moving from a
tax credit of $277m in 2015/2016 to an expense of
$868m in 2016/2017.

transaction, while the Development Bank of Jamaica

2016- 2017
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as at the end of March 2017, a Request for Qualification

(RFQ) and Information Memorandum (IM) were made
available to the market, and submission of RFQ

were many uncertainties regarding the likely impact of
the new procedures on travel to the USA, particularly
on members of the Jamaican Diaspora.

applications were due in April 2017. The Enterprise

NMIA was also nominated in the category - Caribbean’s

the status of the market response to the RFQ and IM

awards competition which was eventually won by SIA.

been obtained, the Bidders will have access to the

Airports Council International (ACI) – Airport Service

Team has been meeting regularly to review and discuss
once Cabinet approval of the Prequalified Bidders has

Leading Airport for 2016 during the WTA’s annual
In addition, NMIA continued its participation in the

Virtual Data Room for the purpose of conducting their

Quality (ASQ) program. During the period, the number

preferred bidder is proposed to take place summer

Caribbean (LAC) region grew from 18 to 26. NMIA is

Due Diligence Exercise. Commercial Closing with the
2018 and Financial Closing by summer 2019.

of airports participating in Latin America and the
now ranked at number 13 and has plans to implement
an airport-wide customer service training programme

With respect to the Sangster International Airport

to boost results for the ensuing year.

(SIA), which has been operated by MBJ Airports
Limited (MBJ) since 2003 under a PPP arrangement,
the 2016/2017 financial year marked another period
of steady growth and improvement in several areas
including passenger throughput and staff development.
Importantly, SIA was named the Caribbean’s Leading
Airport in 2016 for the 8th successive year at the World
Travel

Awards

(WTA).

This

accomplishment

underscores the commitment of MBJ’s management to
deliver

a

highly

distinguishable

and

mutually

rewarding experience for passengers and commercial
partners.

The Ian Fleming International Airport (IFIA) is set to
undergo a further upgrade commencing in 2017/2018.
This upgrade of the Airport is being pursued in order to
drive economic development, in particular tourism in
North-Eastern Jamaica – Portland, St. Mary and St. Ann.
The upgrade works will involve the extension of the
runway by approximately 700 ft. to 5,500 ft.

The

project is to be funded by the AAJ and the estimated
cost is subject to finalization of the scope and design,
driven by the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
and cost to flow from geotechnical and environmental
studies which are currently being undertaken.

The Norman Manley International Airport also
continued to experience growth during the fiscal year,

The domestic aerodromes, Ken Jones, Tinson Pen and

albeit at a lower pace during the final quarter. This is

Negril, continued to play their respective roles in the

thought to be related to changes announced by the

national public transportation system by facilitating

government of the United States of America (USA) with

intra-island air transportation services which benefits

respect to Immigration processing, for which there

tourism, flight training, business travel and emergency
response.

During the period under review the AAJ

continued dialogue with Aerodrome stakeholders,

2016- 2017
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including the Jamaica Civil Aviation Authority (JCAA)

The airport operators for the two main international

and the Jamaica Aircraft Operators & Pilots Association,

airports, MBJ Airports Limited and NMIA Airports

to develop a terms of reference for the conduct of an

Limited, continued to deliver commendable service to

Airport

Aviation

the travelling public in partnership with government

Authority was identified as a possible resource for

entities, such as Immigration and Customs, as well as

facilitating such a study leading to a National Airport

the many private concessionaires and service providers

Plan (NAP) and as such discussions are scheduled with

at the airports. Jamaica is therefore well positioned to

the Special Economic Zones Authority (SEZA), which is

achieving its vision “to build and sustain a world-class

already in dialogue with the Singaporean Authorities,

airport system, which facilitates private investment and

to explore areas of cooperation in projects that relate to

partnership and positions Jamaica’s airports as the

logistics and air transportation. These discussions will

gateway to the Caribbean and the America." We are

be advanced within the upcoming fiscal year.

therefore

System

Study.

The

Singapore

pleased to provide oversight

to

the

organization at this time and look forward to another
Having worked closely with the employees at Board

productive year.

and sub-committee meetings, my colleague Board
members and I took note of the commitment and
dedication of the management and staff of the AAJ and

William Shagoury

wish to commend the team for their sterling work over

Chairman- AAJ

the period.

The Board also wishes to thank long

serving and recently retired Board member, Miss
Valerie Simpson, for the tremendous work done over
the years in effectively representing the office of the
Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Transport, to
address relevant matters at the AAJ.

2016 - 2017
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Audley Deidrick
President
Airports Authority of Jamaica (AAJ)
Fiscal year 2016/2017 represents the 42nd year of

The AAJ Group’s Operating Revenues for the year

operation for the AAJ and once again, the organization

was $8,909m versus $7,378m for the previous year, an

has delivered on its mission “to develop a modern, safe

increase of $1,531m or 21%. Operating Expenses

and profitable airport system that is environmentally

amounted to $4,918m, versus $3,866m for the

responsible,

and

previous year, an increase of $1,052m or 27%, and

contributes substantially to the national economy while

when compared with the budget of $4,430m for the

promoting the expansion of air transportation and its

current year, represents an increase of $488m or 11%.

related industries."

The Group therefore made an Operating Profit of

provides

world-class

service,

$4,237m, compared with $3,707m in the previous
In 2016, the Airports Council International (ACI)
which was formed in 1991 to serve the interest of
airports worldwide celebrated 25 years of service to
the industry. The AAJ has actively participated in ACI
over the years, including service on the Board, and
therefore recognized ACI for this milestone.

year, an increase of $530m or 14%. Net Profit After
Tax for the year was $3,361m versus $3,441m for the
previous year, a decrease of $80m or 2%. AAJ made
distributions during the year to the Government of
Jamaica totaling $372m versus $400m for the previous
year, and paid corporate taxes of $868m versus a tax

Under the leadership of a new Board of Directors, and

credit of $277m for the previous year.

with the explicit change from operating a merged

Expenditure for the AAJ Group was J$705m most of

AAJ/NMIAL structure to now having separate Boards

which was implemented at NMIA.

and sub-committees, the AAJ continued to seamlessly

Total passenger traffic (arrivals and departures) in the

deliver another year of high quality service to which

AAJ Group recorded an increase of 2.90%

travellers and the general public have become

from 5,434,092 passengers in 2015/2016 to 5,591,867

accustomed

in the year under review. SIA handled 71% of the total

at

the

international

airports

designated domestic aerodromes across the island.

and

traffic

Capital

2016 - 2017
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and recorded an increase of 3.29%. NMIA remained

One of the key roles of the AAJ continues to be the

at 29% of total traffic and experienced an increase of

monitoring of the Concession Agreements with the

2.09% in passenger traffic when compared with the

respective operators of the nation’s two main

previous year.

international airports; NMIA Airports Limited in the

The growth of passenger throughput was tempered by
factors such as the continued restructuring of
operations of

Caribbean Airlines (in which the

government maintains equity); the deceleration in the
rate of growth in the Canadian economy and hence
slower than expected growth from that region; the
uncertainties of USA immigration policies occasioned
by a change in political administration during the last
quarter of the fiscal year; as well as improved
domestic travel options resulting from the opening of
the Kingston to Mamee Bay leg of the North Coast
Highway, which reduces travel time by road between
the two cities.

case of NMIA, and MBJ Airports Limited, in the case of
SIA. In this regard, regular meetings are held and site
inspections conducted periodically to ensure that the
terms and conditions, including service levels, are
maintained.
placed

on

At SIA, particular attention is being
managing

congestion

levels

during

customary peaks and as such, collaboration continued
across the network of stakeholders to introduce
processes that would reduce waiting time and improve
the

movement

and

comfort

of

airport

users.

Additional measures (including the introduction of
additional self-serve immigration kiosks) have been
discussed and are to be implemented during the next
financial year, 2017/2018.

Total Air freight (cargo and mail) volumes increased
by 3.48% in 2016/2017 when compared with the
previous year, moving from 18,925,382 kgs in
2015/2016 to 19,583,789 kgs in 2016/2017. NMIA
handled 67% of air freight. Air Freight volumes at SIA,
saw an increase of 12.58% over the levels in
2015/2016.

A major development for Jamaica’s aviation industry
was the signing of a “Sister Airport Agreement” on
Thursday, February 9 2017, between the HartsfieldJackson Atlanta International Airport (ATL), Georgia USA, and the Airports Authority of Jamaica.

The

Jamaican delegation was led by the Minister of
Transport and Mining, Hon. Lester Mike Henry.

The

Agreement aims to increase travel and trade between
Aircraft

movement

declined

by

6.85%

in

2016/2017,when compared to the previous year. A

Jamaica’s airports (SIA, NMIA and IFIA) and the City of
Atlanta. The agreement, which is in the form of a

total of 78,475movements were recorded compared to

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), allows both

approximately 49% of total movements in 2016/2017.

while increasing passenger and cargo movement

84,250

in

2015/2016.

SIA

for

organizations to share their expertise and experience

NMIA, at 25% of total aircraft movements, experienced

between the world’s busiest airport and Jamaica. This

a decline of 1.25% in aircraft
Aerodromes

approximately

and
26%

IFIA

accounted

movements. The

accounted

of aircraft movements.

for

represented the fourth such international MOU signing
by City of Atlanta officials with sister airports across
the world.

2016 - 2017
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With regard to environmental stewardship the AAJ,
through its oversight of the aerodromes and
international airports, continues to promote and
monitor compliance with both local and international
environmental standards. NMIAL remains committed
to the principle of sustainability, and is undertaking
environmental management programmes that are
guided by ISO14001, as well as the mandates of local
environmental regulations and relevant international
conventions.
environmental

The

incorporation

requirements

into

of

sustainable

major

airport

operations, leases and concession agreements, is a key
ingredient in achieving a safe, clean, environmentally-

Airport Systems Study and optimize the operations of
our domestic aerodromes while building general

aviation; (iv) Plans to further upgrade the Ian Fleming
International Airport to accommodate larger aircraft
as well as facilitate increased commercial operations
in support of the local tourism industry; and (v) Plans
to implement the Ministry’s directive to commence the
development of a new international airport at
Vernamfield, in Clarendon, that will support the
Logistics Hub initiative of the government and expand
the airport infrastructure in terms of aircraft
maintenance and air cargo handling.

friendly and aesthetic environment. MBJ participated

The work of the AAJ continues to grow and under the

in a joint initiative of the United Nations Development

guidance and support of the Board, the management

Programme (UNDP) and the International Civil

and staff remain motivated to deliver high quality,

Aviation Organization (ICAO) on Emissions Reduction

professional service to the industry. I wish to again

from International Aviation. The project focused on

thank our many stakeholders including our portfolio

the construction and installation of an aircraft ground

Minister, the Permanent Secretary and staff at the

power unit to be supported by solar energy.

Ministry of Transport and Mining; our regulators, the
Jamaica

Civil

Aviation

Authority;

Passport

For the upcoming year 2017/2018, there is much to

Immigration & Citizenship Agency (PICA); Jamaica

anticipate and we are looking forward to the challenge.

Customs; Ministry of Health; Ministry of Agriculture;

Some of the major activities will include: (i) The

Airport security providers; airport concessionaires

government’s plan to advance the NMIA Public Private

and service providers; whose combined efforts have

Partnership (PPP) transaction, with Commercial Close

enabled us to seamlessly deliver on our mission to

before the end of the financial year, and Financial

improve and expand air transportation in Jamaica. We

Close around the end of 2019; (ii) MBJ’s plan to

anticipate another year of hard work and success in

upgrade the airport terminal and extend the runway at

the new fiscal year.

the Sangster International Airport; (iii) Initiatives, in
partnership with key stakeholders, to complete an

Audley Deidrick
President– AAJ

2016 - 2017
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9 February 2017 ATLANTA, GEORGIA. USA - Official Signing Ceremony | Sister Airport Cooperation Agreement between

Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport (ATL) and Airports Authority of Jamaica (AAJ)
(Left to Right) Candace L. Byrd, Chief of Staff, Office of Mayor; Greg Richardson, Interim Deputy General Manager &
CFO; Hon. Lester ‘Mike’ Henry, Minister of Transport and Mining; Audley Deidrick, President Airports Authority of
Jamaica; Hon. Franz Hall, Consulate General of Jamaica in Miami.

OVERALL TRAFFIC
PERFORMANCE
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PASSENGER, AIRCRAFT AND FREIGHT MOVEMENTS
Total passenger traffic (arrivals and departures) in the AAJ Group recorded an increase of 2.90% from 5,434,092
passengers in 2015/2016 to 5,591,867 in the year under review. SIA handled 71% of the total traffic and recorded
an increase of 3.29%; moving from 3,867,968 passengers in 2015/2016 to 3,995,151 in 2016/2017.

NMIA with 29% of total traffic experienced an increase of 2.09% in passenger traffic when compared with
the previous year, moving from 1,553.928 passengers in 2015/2016 to 1,586.362 passengers in 2016/2017.

Total Air freight (cargo and mail) volumes increased by 3.48% in 2016/2017 when compared with the previous
year, moving from 18,925,382 kgs in 2015/2016 to 19,583,789 kgs in 2016/2017. NMIA handled 67% of air freight
and had a decline of 1.06% in 2016/2017 when compared to 2015/2016. Air Freight volumes at SIA saw an
increase of 12.58% over the levels in 2015/2016.

Aircraft movement declined by 6.85% in 2016/2017 when compared to the previous year. A total of 78,475
movements were recorded compared to 84,250 in 2015/2016. SIA accounted for approximately 49% of total
movements in 2016/2017, that is 41,859 in 2015/2016 compared with 40,455 during the reporting period. NMIA

experienced a decline of 1.25% in aircraft movements resulting in a total of 20,771 in 2016/2017 down from
21,033 in 2015/2016. The Aerodromes and IFIA accounted for 26% of aircraft movement.
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SANGSTER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (SIA)
General
MBJ Airports Limited (MBJ) delivered on its objective to produce steady growth and improvement at SIA in the areas
of passenger throughput; route, commercial and capital development; training and people development. The operator
also worked to maintain the plant at levels required by international standards.
SIA was named the Caribbean’s Leading Airport in 2016 for the 8th successive year at the World Travel Awards. WTA,
promotes and develops the global travel and tourism industry by identifying and rewarding excellence and inspiring
its practitioners to continually raise the standards of their product and service offering. This accomplishment
underscores Management’s commitment to deliver a highly distinguishable and mutually rewarding experience for
passengers and commercial partners - while maintaining SIA’s enviable reputation among its counterparts in the
region and further afield.

Passenger, Aircraft and Cargo Movement
International throughput, which accounts for 98% of total traffic at SIA, increased by 3.7%, due to a number of factors
including new routes, improved load factors, and increased capacity on existing routes.

The USA maintained its

position as the leading source market for passengers at SIA, with 68% of market share and growth of 3.7% over the
prior year. Deceleration in the pace of growth for the Canadian economy continued to adversely impact traffic growth
from that region, however, the market remained resilient with 17.2% of market share, increasing marginally
over 2015/2016. Great Britain accounted for 8.6% of market share, while Europe, SIA’s fastest growing regional
market, accounted for 4.44% of market share, increasing by 22.58% over the prior year.
Aircraft Movement

Total Aircraft Movement declined 3.37% in 2016/2017 with Domestic aircraft movement recording a significant
39.36% deficit due to the discontinuation of the daily MBJ-KIN service by Caribbean Airlines. International
Commercial carriers showed a 1.83% growth, notwithstanding the reduction in aircraft movement from Canada.
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SIA Operations
The Sangster International Airport saw its highest number of passengers during customary peaks in the winter
tourist season, which had up to 72 arriving international flights on its busiest day. While there were expected
challenges due to limitations in facilities during peak hours, collaboration across our stakeholder network ensured
that appropriate mitigating strategies were in place to improve the movement and comfort of airport users, while
facilitating the fastest turn-times for airlines. Particular focus was placed on the reconfiguration of subsystems and
passenger queuing within the Ticketing and Immigration areas during peak periods to sustain efficiencies. Entities
such as the Passport Immigration & Citizenship Agency and Jamaica Customs were also instrumental to efforts to
expedite the processing of passengers.
MBJ moved into the second phase of the process to implement a comprehensive Safety Management System (SMS)
during the 2016/2017 financial year. Employment of strategies in the SMS contributed to much improved results in
the annual Safety Audit conducted by the Jamaica Civil Aviation Authority (JCAA) during the year.
Another significant milestone over the period was MBJ’s receipt of a two-year Airport Operator’s Certificate from the
JCAA consequent on their satisfaction with the consistently smooth running of operations in Montego Bay.

Airport Security
Significant improvements were accomplished during the year in the
area of Aviation Security. In particular, approximately 6,000 feet of
new fencing was installed along the northern and southern ends of
the Airports perimeter. There were also major improvements in
electronic surveillance accruing from the replacement of a 12 year old
analogue based CCTV system. This project saw the implementation of
an IP based Video Management System with an integrated storage
database.

New CCTV Video Wall

SIA Commercial Development
Air Service Development
SIA welcomed several new connections during the 2016/2017 financial year, among these were Allegiant Air’s
weekly service from Cincinnati, Thomas Airways’ service from Dublin, a weekly service from Warsaw Poland via
Arkefly and two new services via Nowegian Airlines from Milwaukee and Rockford, Chicago, among others. Further,
growth was achieved through growing capacity on existing routes, namely Eurowings’ increased rotations from
Cologne, Germany which moved from twice to three times fortnightly; Condor Airlines’ increased air-sea operations
from Frankfurt and Munich; and JetBlue extending its once weekly Boston service from seasonal to year-round.
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Commercial Development
Key commercial areas registered expected year-over-year growth in line with increases in international passenger
throughput. During the period, MBJ continued its support of Jamaican businesses with the introduction of local brand
Café Blue. The opening of Café Blue’s third outlet in the western region, in the pre-security area provided airport
users with additional food and beverage options.
Efforts from a Request for Proposals process for the Operation of Car Rental concessions resulted in growth in related
sales of 10.7% over the prior year due primarily to the introduction of new operator, ATL Automotive Limited, who
brought to the market international car rental brands Alamo, Enterprise and National.
MBJ also initiated the process of reorganizing and revamping its commercial offer and passenger retail experience
during the year, engaging the services of London-based airport retail consultants Pragma and The Design Solution
(TDS). Both companies represent the industry’s best, relative to airport retail design and strategic commercial
development. The objective of the engagement for MBJ includes optimizing the use of SIA’s retail space through
identifying the best evolving consumer trends, emerging commercial concepts and the competitive mix required to
meet the demands of passengers.

Capital Development

MBJ carried out several Capital Development Projects at SIA during the period under review. The initiatives form part
of works planned under a USD 39.7 Million Airport Development programme being rolled-out from 2015 – 2019.
Among the projects executed during the 2016/2017 financial year were the rehabilitation of the Airport’s
main thoroughfare, main entrance roadway and expansion of the Public Car Park. Together, these efforts alleviated

traffic-flow problem through SIA and improved the general experience of
airport users. The Airport’s old Fire Hall was demolished in February
2017 to achieve compliance with ICAO Annex 14 standards and as part
of MBJ’s thrust to eliminate risks associated with aeronautical activity.
The site location of the old Fire Hall was identified as an obstacle on

Road Rehabilitation

the airfield and its operations were previously relocated.

Baggage screening operations at SIA were also revamped during the 2016/2017 period in an initiative which
involved the upgrade of Servers, installation of a Central Image Data Acquisition System and introduction
of five new workstations for the Baggage Handling System, to improve efficiency and system availability.
Works to provide Airlines and Ground Handling companies with additional space to process outbound
baggage, having commenced during the 2015/2016 fiscal year, were completed in June 2016. These included the
extension of the roofing of the Baggage Make-Up Area, construction of a 5m3 sump area and the installation of new
pipeline to convey storm water away from baggage processing operations.
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Environmental Stewardship
In keeping with the focus on environmental sustainability, MBJ participated in an initiative of the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP) and the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) on Emissions Reduction
from International Aviation. The initiative focused on the construction and installation of aircraft ground power units,
supported by solar energy. Additionally, during the year SIA was registered under the ICAO’s Airport Vector Control
Programme, under which control measures are continually undertaken with the aim of maintaining a vector-free area
within a 400 meters airport perimeter, in keeping with International Health Regulations (IHR).
MBJ continues to work closely with the Ministry of Health, through participation in sensitization sessions to correct
deficiencies outlined in the IHR assessment of SIA. MBJ has been assessed at 90% for meeting IHR core capacities
since 2015, comparing favorably with the 66% attainment of core capacities in 2013.
Human Resources Development
As part of efforts to maintain a culture of continuous learning, development and employee engagement, MBJ placed
major focus on enhancing its training capacity and profile during the 2016/2017 review period. The organization
accomplished a significant milestone with its designation, in April 2016, as an Airports Council International (ACI)
Global Training Centre and Training Venue.
ACI Global Training Centre
From April 2016 to March 2017, MBJ hosted 40 participants in ACI Global Safety Network (GSN) courses, covering
the areas of Airside Safety and Operations; Emergency Planning and Crisis Management; Advanced Safety
Management Systems; Aerodrome Auditing and Compliance, among others. Not limited to MBJ employees, course
attendees were drawn from entities such as the Jamaica Civil Aviation Authority (JCAA), Airports Authority of
Jamaica,

NMIA Airports Limited, local ground handling companies and airport counterparts from the wider

Caribbean region and as far as Russia.

Additionally, MBJ facilitated the ACI/ICAO Aerodrome Certification; Basic

Airfield Operations and Advanced Airfield Operations programmes for 24 Technical and Operations staff members in
October 2016.
Training
The workforce spent an average of 37 hours in training, per employee, accounting for approximately 6,000 hours,
across 160 employees, during the period under review.

Training methodologies took online, classroom and

immersive formats and covered several functional areas, among them being:
•

Strategies and Tactics for Aviation Incidents

•

Heartsaver CPR/First Aid/AED Training

•

Human Factors

•

Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
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•

Supervisory Management

•

Airfield Friction Measurement

•

Airports Council International – Global Safety Network Programmes

Holiday Employment Programme
MBJ undertakes its Holiday Employment Programme to introduce students to the world of work, improve its
productivity and ability to meet demands during peak seasons and enable students to put into practice, skills and
competencies taught in their areas of study. The 2016 programme ran from July to August, engaging 44 persons,
including eligible children of employees.
Tuition Assistance Programme
For the period, 20 employees benefitted from more than JMD 3 million in funding towards tertiary level training and
degree programmes.
Employees’ Children Scholarship Programme
Just over JMD 2 million in scholarships and book grants were disbursed for fiscal year 2016/2017, to 42 students,
under MBJ’s Employees’ Children Scholarship Programme. The funds offset costs associated with studies at the
secondary and tertiary levels.
Corporate Social Responsibility
MBJ continued to positively impact the community through its corporate social responsibility initiative dubbed
‘Change for Children’.
The Montego Bay Autism Center, an educational facility in Western
Jamaica that supports children on the Austism Spectrum, benefited from
the donation of classroom furniture and funds to purchase ICT
equipment. In addition, MBJ engaged in preliminary discussions with
Digicel for the provision of WiFi coverage and expansion of ICT at the
Mount Salem Primary and Junior High School.

Members of MBJ’s Change for Children Committee outside the
Montego Bay Autism Centre
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International Coastal Clean-up
The Company also demonstrated its strong commitment to the
community by renewing its partnership with the Montego Bay Marine
Park to coordinate and enlist a team of airport and other tourism
stakeholders to participate in International Coastal Clean-Up 2016. The
event involved 53 volunteers, cleaning significant sections of the
Tropical Beach premises, located along the northern area of the Airport’s
perimeter. Approximately 360 pounds of solid waste was collected.
MBJ Coordinated Team at International Coastal Clean-Up 2016

NORMAN MANLEY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (NMIA)
The activities of NMIA Airports Limited (NMIAL), the approved operator of the Norman Manley International Airport,
will be addressed more extensively in the NMIAL Annual Report. Accordingly, this report will only summarise
aspects of the airport’s operations and results.

NMIAL was nominated by World Travel Awards, along with the

Sangster International Airport (SIA) and other airports in the region, for the Caribbean’s Leading Airport award. SIA
was the winning airport, retaining the coveted award for Jamaica; however NMIAL prides itself for NMIA’s
recognition in the select group of outstanding regional airports.
ROUTE DEVELOPMENT AND MARKETING INITIATIVES
NMIA was represented at Routes Americas 2017 which was held in Las Vegas, Nevada, USA over the period February
13-17, 2017 including travel time to and from
the

event.

Meetings,

including

the

presentation of business cases to the airlines,
were

held

with
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entities

(airlines/airports/tourism organisations) on
behalf of the Airports Authority of Jamaica
(AAJ) and in particular, the Norman Manley
International Airport.

Information included

traffic potential and the recent developments in
our catchment area, such as the opening of the
Kingston to Mamee Bay leg of the North-South Highway as well as planned hotel developments.

NMIA also

welcomed the first set of passengers to arrive in Kingston as a result of the recently introduced Delta Vacations flight.
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COMMERCIAL PROGRAMME

A new kiosk was opened by FLOW at NMIA. The company is calling the investment a significant milestone in its
ongoing effort to revamp the experience of its customers. The new venture will offer departing travellers access to a
wide range of FLOW’s services including technical support and account services.
NMIA AIRPORT ART
The AAJ continued its Schools Art Project at NMIA for the 3rd annual staging of the competition. The competition is
fully sponsored by the AAJ and is intended to reward, showcase and celebrate the creativity of Jamaican youngsters.
The top 12 pieces from each season are mounted in the main terminal building of the airport and forms part of the
passenger experience. The competition kicked off at the start of the academic year – September, and closed in
November, with a Grand Finale | Brunch, Art Talks & Awards in December 2016.
During the year a 1 day Art Symposium (for art teachers only) was introduced. The event directly engaged over 45 art
teachers (mainly from the corporate area schools) with presentations from leading practitioners in the local art
community plus workshops. The fruits of the training intervention were evidenced in the overall improved quality of
this season’s submissions.
A total of 160 Students representing 35 Schools participated in the competition which incorporated all age groups
plus special needs children:
-

CATEGORY A | ages 5-9

-

CATEGORY B | ages 10-14

-

CATEGORY C | ages 15-19

-

CATEGORY D | ages 20yrs and under

D

B

A

C
1st placement artwork from each category

Themes for 2016 were: Climate Change …the impact on Jamaica; Summer Olympics 2016; and My Vision of Kingston
as a Creative City. The top 3 in each category are awarded with trophies and prizes. Consolation prizes are also given
to the top 20 outstanding performers across the age categories. All participants received a certificate and County
Prizes including the President’s trophy and a cash award was presented to the top performing school in each County
– Cornwall, Middlesex & Surrey
ICT projects & Activities (2016/2017) – AAJ
During the 2016/2017 financial year, the following ICT projects/activities were completed within AAJ:
Network Equipment & CCTV Surveillance Camera Upgrade
At all 5 remote AAJ sites: Ian Fleming International Airport, Tinson Pen Aerodrome, Ken Jones Aerodrome,
Negril Aerodrome and AAJ Mobay Office, replacements and/or upgrades were performed on CCTV
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Surveillance Cameras, as well as the main network switches at those sites. These improvements will enhance
the overall performance of the network and access to centralized ICT services at NMIA, as well as greater level
of clarity & resolution for remote video surveillance at day/night.
Weather Station Replacements
Due to the advanced age and exposure to the elements, the weather stations at the 4 remote
sites/aerodromes used for measuring and display of critical local weather information to support aviation
activities, had demonstrated increased instances of failure and inaccurate information. A program has been
initiated to replace the existing weather stations with new units. This will continue in the upcoming financial
year including the proposed installation of an advanced unit to better support aviation activities (i.e. domestic
& international) at the Ian Fleming International Airport.

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Kingston City Run
AAJ and its subsidiary, NMIAL, participated in the fifth (5th) staging
of the Jamaica Hotel and Tourist Association (JHTA) – Kingston
Chapter’s Kingston City Run, ½ marathon, 10k and 5k. A key
objective of the run, which sought to raise $5m was to cause
awareness of the growing number of homeless families and
persons suffering from ill-fate. The approved charities were the
Open Arms Drop-In Centre, Marie Atkins Night Shelter, Alpha Boys’
School, Food For The Poor and Missionaries for the Poor. Over 120
employees of AAJ and NMIAL participated in the event.
Labour Day
The Theme for National Labor Day 2016 was:

“For

Health’s sake keep it clean.” The AAJ/NMIAL once again
partnered with selected schools and a Police Station in the
airport/aerodrome catchment areas to improve the
environment and facilities. The institutions were: Donald
Quarrie High School, Harbour View Primary School, and

Ms. Shelly McIntosh - Operations Officer Tinson Pen Aerodrome making the cheque
presentation to Mrs. Karen Fitz Ritson Majestic Gardens Infant School Board Chair

Majestic Gardens Infant School in Kingston; Port Antonio
Police Station in Portland; Boscobel Primary School in St. Mary. Based on the urgency of clean-up
activities associated with the Aedes Aegypti mosquito and the unwanted spread of associated diseases, the
schools and community stakeholders were on board to address needy projects. AAJ made a contribution of
$250,000 to the National Labour Day Project and spent approximately $300,000 in executing the projects.
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NMIA CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
The NMIA Capital Development Programme (CDP) was prepared based on the need to expand and modernize the
terminal building and other airport infrastructure. The Phase 1B CDP, which started in 2013, continued apace and
was aimed at addressing matters such as risk mitigation; maintenance & upgrade, as well as efficiency improvements.
Decisions concerning the NMIA Public Private Partnership (PPP) transaction will determine the next steps regarding
certain aspects of the CDP (including extension of the runway to accommodate RESA) which still needs to be
implemented.

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY
NMIAL continued its role as a major stakeholder and made responses to the National Environment and Planning
Authority (NEPA) Revised Protected Area regulations for the PPRA (2017-2020) as well as the almost finalized
Development Order for Kingston and St. Andrew. The first NMIA Wildlife Hazard Assessment study, 5KM wildlife
survey and Wildlife Hazard Management training programme was implemented. Environmental projects geared at
examining aviation noise, water management, waste characterization, climate change adaptation and indoor air
quality are in various stages of undertaking.
A new license is in progress with the application for NMIA’s Air Quality license certification in respect of Air Quality
Regulations (2006), for which approval is being awaited from NEPA. NMIAL remains committed to meeting existing
as well as changing local and international standards that impact airport operations in the dynamic aviation
environment.

IFIA AND THE AERODROMES
Operations at the Ian Fleming International Airport (IFIA) and the domestic aerodromes continued to be subsidized
by the AAJ. The AAJ, through meetings and other interventions, continued its collaborations with stakeholders of the
IFIA and aerodromes. This is essential to the continued building of partnership towards a mutually agreeable
solution for:
 Growing the waning local aviation industry
 Regularizing tenancy arrangements
 Re-establishing a framework for improved financial and operational performance at the facilities
 Marketing the facilities to attract new business and sustaining the existing ones
 Improving commercial flight and general aviation activities at IFIA and the aerodromes
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Ian Fleming International Airport

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION
The AAJ Group continued its human capital development programme in fulfillment of its mandate to
develop, implement and support initiatives which facilitate improved employee performance, empowerment,
growth and retention, welfare and safety in support of AAJ’s operational goals.

As at March 31, 2017 the total

number of personnel employed to Airports Authority of Jamaica was three hundred and fifty three (353). The
areas below outline the organization’s achievements for the period.
Employee Training
The training policy supports the initial, recurrent, and retraining of staff to ensure the provision of training
to certification level and to raise the competency levels to world class standards. To this end, AAJ identified
and implemented short term training programmes for airport specific knowledge and skills in an effort to build
and enhance competence in this area. Training was also offered in specific technical training for specialized skills.
These programmes were offered both locally and internationally through face-to-face and online delivery
methodologies.
For the period, 290 employees out of an average workforce of 353 employees participated in various training
programmes totaling 821 man-days of training. This is an average of 2.33 man-days of training per employee in
relation to the overall workforce. Training programmes for the period included:
 ACI Airports Economics Course
 ICAO Security Management Training

 ACI/ICAO Airport User Charges Seminar
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 Infrastructure Construction and Management
Seminar

 Unlocking the Mystery of Financial Statements
 Innocent Flirtation or Punishable Sexual

 Conflict Management and Resolution Strategies

Harassment

 Project Management

 Emergency Medical Technician

 Public Sector Procurement

 Certified Occupational Safety Specialist (COSS)

 Installing and Configuring Windows Server

 Online Training Methodology and Practice

2012

Project

 Strategic and Corporate Planning
 Occupational

Safety

and

Health

 Emergency Planning and Crisis Management
in

the

Workplace
 Information Security Management Systems
(ISMS) ISO 27001

Training
 Wildlife Hazard Management Training
 Basic Air Traffic Services (BATS) Training
 Exceptional Customer Service

Employee Development
Developmental opportunities continued throughout the period to include on-the-job training in all functional areas,
cross training, job rotation, job enrichment and special project assignments for employees. In continuing our support
for employees’ career and personal development, AAJ made Tuition Assistance awards to 4 employees in reading for
1st degrees and for 2 employees to pursue 2nd degrees. A total of approximately $4.2m was disbursed in this regard.
Employee Welfare Programme
During the period AAJ continued its Employee Recognition Programme and hosted its annual Employee Heart
Screening Exercise, wellness seminars and talks under the Wellness Programme, as well as the customary Christmas
Socials.
The Scholarship for Children of Employees programme
was expanded to include the primary level along with the
existing secondary, tertiary and book grant categories.
There were 15 awards at the primary level, 4 awards for
secondary scholarships, 1 tertiary scholarship and 8 book
grants were awarded for the 2016-2017 academic year.
The total disbursement was approximately $ 2.6m for new
and recurring scholarship holders.

----------------------------Intentionally Left Blank-------------------------------
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EXECUTIVE TEAM

AUDLEY H. DEIDRICK
PRESIDENT - AAJ & CEO -NMIAL

CARVELL MCLEARY
SNR. DIRECTOR HRM &
ADMINISTRATION

LT. CDR. JOHN MCFARLANE
SNR. DIRECTOR (ACTG.),
OPERATIONS

VERONA VACIANNA
GENERAL COUNSEL

ALFRED MCDONALD
SNR. DIRECTOR, COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT & PLANNING

SAMUEL MANNING SNR.
DIRECTOR (ACTG.),
FINANCE

PAULETTE TULLOCH
DIRECTOR (ACTG.),
AVIATION SECURTY

HORACE BRYSON
SNR. DIRECTOR,ENGINEERING,
MAINTENANCE & PROJECTS

RICHARD GIBBS
DIRECTOR, ICT
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
Table 1: Actual and Projected Financial Performance for AAJ Consolidated
Key Performance Indicators

Actual
31-Mar-17
J$'000
8,908,972

Budget
2016-17
J$'000
9,343,136

Budget
2017-18
J$'000
10,186,893

(4,918,046)

(4,430,192)

(4,692,705)

238,050

(329,928)

(712,025)

(867,647)
3,361,330
704,837

(816,528)
3,766,488
625,652

(1,195,476)
3,586,687
3,091,090

Table 2: Actual and Projected Financial Performance for AAJ
Actual
Budget
Key Performance Indicators
31-Mar-17
2016-17
(KPI’s)
J$'000
J$'000
4,473,038
4,321,241
Operating Revenue

Budget
2017-18
J$'000
4,567,378

(KPI’s)
Operating Revenue
Operating Expenses
Other income (Expenditure)
Taxation
Net Profit
Capital Expenditure

Operating Expenses
Other income (Expenditure)
Taxation
Net Profit
Capital Expenditure

(692,125)

(721,304)

(802,970)

(219,279)

(333,824)

(712,025)

(860,294)
2,701,340
38,662

(816,528)
2,449,585
36,111

(763,096)
2,289,287
1,386,028

2016 -2017

AIRPORTS AUTHORITY OF
JAMAICA
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Traffic Performance

NMIA

%
CHANGE

SIA

%
CHANGE

IFIA +
Aerodromes

%
CHANGE

AAJ
GROUP
TOTAL

%
CHANGE

FIN. YR.
2011/12

1,457,840

2012/13

1,462,072

0.29%

3,351,751

0.39%

21,665

-16.29%

4,835,488

0.27%

2013/14

1,370,893

-6.24%

3,526,733

5.22%

11,020

-49.13%

4,908,646

1.51%

2014/15

1,467,993

7.08%

3,731,028

5.79%

11,217

1.79%

5,210,238

6.14%

2015/16

1,553,928

5.85%

3,867,968

3.67%

12,196

8.73%

5,434,092

4.30%

2016/17

1,586,362

2.09%

3,995,151

3.29%

10,354

-15.10%

5,591,867

2.90%

Total

8,899,088

3,338,827

21,811,458

25,881

92,333

4,822,548

30,802,879

2016 -2017

AIRPORTS AUTHORITY OF
JAMAICA
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Freight Performance

NMIA

%
CHANGE

SIA

%
CHANGE

IFIA +
Aerodromes

%
CHANGE

AAJ
GROUP
TOTAL

%
CHANGE

FIN. YR.
2011/12

12,336,776

2012/13

11,991,323

-2.80%

5,151,382

1.43%

4,000

-15.72%

17,146,705

-1.57%

2013/14

12,041,376

0.42%

5,747,736

11.58%

4,640

16.00%

17,793,752

3.77%

2014/15

12,277,715

1.96%

6,215,724

8.14%

3,452

-25.60%

18,496,891

3.95%

2015/16

12,631,448

2.88%

6,291,549

1.22%

2,385

-30.91%

18,925,382

2.32%

2016/17

12,497,732

-1.06%

7,083,128

12.58%

2,929

22.81%

19,583,789

3.48%

Total

73,776,370

35,568,435

22,152

67%

33%

0%

5,078,916

4,746

17,420,438

109,366,957

2016 -2017

AIRPORTS AUTHORITY OF
JAMAICA
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Aircraft Movements

FIN.
YR.
2011/12

NMIA

%
CHANGE

21,437

SIA

%
CHANGE

39,815

IFIA +
Aerodromes

%
CHANGE

23,035

AAJ
GROUP
TOTAL

%
CHANGE

84,287

2012/13

22,313

4.09%

39,830

0.04%

24,408

5.96%

86,551

2.69%

2013/14

20,243

-9.28%

39,084

-1.87%

20,531

-15.88%

79,858

-7.73%

2014/15

21,175

4.60%

41,574

6.37%

20,034

-2.42%

82,783

3.66%

2015/16

21,033

-0.67%

41,859

0.69%

21,358

6.61%

84,250

1.77%

2016/17

20,771

-1.25%

40,455

-3.35%

17,249

-19.24%

78,475

-6.85%

Total

126,972

242,617

126,615

496,204

2016 -2017

AIRPORTS AUTHORITY OF
JAMAICA
ANNUAL REPORT
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Table 4: Actual Financial Performance 2016/2017 versus 2015/2016 for AAJ Consolidated:

Table 5: Actual Financial Performance 2016/2017 versus 2015/2016 for AAJ:

32
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DIRECTORS’ COMPENSATION: April 2016 - March 2017

Position of Director

Fees

Motor Vehicle Upkeep/
Travelling
or
Value of Assignment
of Motor Vehicle

Honoraria

($)
244,900.00

($)
123,616.00

($)

Mr Leroy LindsayChairman of the Projects
Sub-committee

307,900.00

50,337.00

358,237.00

Dr Meredith Hypolite DerbyChairperson of the finance
Committee

399,900.00

56,024.00

455,924.00

Ms Claudette RamdanieChairperson of Audit &
Risk Subcommitte

267,900.00

44,857.00

312,757.00

Denton CampbellChairman of Operations &
Business Development
Subcommittee

378,700.00

612,994.96

991,694.96

Fay Hutchinson- Director

239,056.00

52,934.00

291,990.00

Juilet Mair Rose-Director

236,600.00

51,976.00

288,576.00

Valerie Simpson-Director

381,568.00

62,557.00

444,125.00

2,456,524.00

1,055,295.96

Hon William ShagouryChairman of the AAJ
Board

All Other
Compensation
including NonCash Benefits as
applicable

-

Notes
1.

Fees are paid for Board Meetings and Sub-Committee Meetings

2.

Directors receive a travelling allowance for meetings attended.

3.

Other compensation represents payment of business related telephone charges.
See Executive compensation for the Director /President

($)

-

Total

($)
368,516.00

3,511,819.96

2016 -2017

AIRPORTS AUTHORITY OF
JAMAICA
ANNUAL REPORT

SENIOR EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION: April 2016 - March 2017

Notes


All members of the Executive Management are eligible to receive 25% of their annual basic salary as gratuity in lieu of
pension benefits.



Executives are eligible to receive travelling allowance



Other Allowances is comprised of meal, clothing and laundry allowances



Non-cash Allowances include Group Life & Health Insurance coverage



An Upkeep Allowance is paid and is represented in the column labelled "Travelling Allowance."



The non-taxable upkeep, totalling $5,366,496 and the non-cash items (health & life insurance) of $976,207 are not
reflected in the audited financial statement as they are not regarded as management compensation shown in the
audited financial statements.
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BOARD MEMBERS ATTENDANCE APRIL 2016 – MARCH. 2017
Hon.
William
Shagoury
Chairman

Mr.
Audley
Deidrick

Mr.
Dr.
Denton Meredith
Campbell
Derby

Mr.
Leroy
Lindsay

Mrs.
Mrs
Ms.
Juliet
Faye
Claudette
Mair Rose Hutchinson Ramdanie

Miss
Valerie
Simpson

Apr. 2016



















May 2016



















June. 2016

















July. 2016

















Aug. 2016

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Sep. 2016



















Oct. 2016

















Nov. 2016



















Dec. 2016









-









Jan. 2017









-

-







Feb. 2017

-
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10

9

10

11

Mar. 2017

TOTAL

8
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AAJ sponsored Jamaica Senior Championships Meet 2016 | National Stadium, Kingston
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AIRPORTS AUTHORITY OF JAMAICA
Administration Building
Norman Manley International
Airport Palisadoes, Kingston
Telephone: (876) 924-8835-7
Fax: (876) 924-8419
E-mail: aaj@aaj.com.jm
Website: www.airportsauthorityjamaica.aero

NORMAN MANLEY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
Palisadoes, Kingston
Telephone: (876) 924-8452-6
Fax: (876) 924-8566
Toll Free: 1-888-AIRPORT (247-7678)
E-mail:
nmial@aaj.com.jm
Website: www.nmia.aero
Airport Operator: NMIA Airports Limited
(A wholly-owned subsidiary of Airports Authority of Jamaica)

SANGSTER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
Sunset Boulevard, Montego
Bay Telephone: (876) 9791034-5
Fax: (876) 952-6172
Airport Operator:MBJ Airports Limited

IAN FLEMING INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
Boscobel, St Mary
Telephone: (876) 975-3101

TINSON PEN AERODROME
Marcus Garvey Drive, Kingston
Telephone: (876) 923-0022, 7576560

NEGRIL AERODROME
Negril, Hanover
Telephone: (876) 9575016

KEN JONES AERODROME
St. Margaret’s Bay, Portland
Telephone (876) 913-3173
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